Ncert Solution Class 12 Mathematics
Getting the books Ncert Solution Class 12 Mathematics now is not type of
challenging means. You could not deserted going in the manner of ebook
amassing or library or borrowing from your friends to edit them. This is
an utterly easy means to specifically acquire lead by on-line. This online
broadcast Ncert Solution Class 12 Mathematics can be one of the options
to accompany you in imitation of having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. receive me, the e-book will completely tone
you supplementary matter to read. Just invest tiny time to log on this online proclamation Ncert Solution Class 12 Mathematics as skillfully as
review them wherever you are now.
He is revered everywhere as a vital book provides Quick Revision of
force in the fight for human rights the concepts involved along with
and racial equality. LONG
Important formulas and
WALK TO FREEDOM is his
definitions, in each chapter, which
moving and exhilarating
would act as a refresher. • This is
autobiography, destined to take its followed by the detailed solutions
place among the finest memoirs of (Question-by-Question) of all the
history's greatest figures. Here for questions/ exercises provided in
the first time, Nelson Rolihlahla the NCERT book. • The
Mandela tells the extraordinary
solutions have been designed in
The book that inspired the major
story of his life--an epic of
such a manner (Step-by-Step) that
new motion picture Mandela:
struggle, setback, renewed hope, it would bring 100% Concept
Long Walk to Freedom. Nelson
and ultimate triumph.
Clarity for the student. • The
Mandela is one of the great moral
The NCERT books are one of the solutions are Complete (each and
and political leaders of our time:
most important resources for
every question is solved), Inflow
an international hero whose
every class 12 student. The book (exactly on the flow of questions in
lifelong dedication to the fight
‘Errorless NCERT Solutions
the NCERT book) and Errorless.
against racial oppression in South
with 100% Reasoning Class 12
This book has been designed for
Africa won him the Nobel Peace
Mathematics’ is exclusively
students who are studying in class
Prize and the presidency of his
written to provide best quality
12 and need to boost their
country. Since his triumphant
solutions for NCERT
preparation for Biology. The book
release in 1990 from more than a
Mathematics class 12. • The
is comprehensive and the design is
quarter-century of imprisonment,
Unique Selling Point of this book based on the guidelines laid down
Mandela has been at the center of
lies in its quality of solutions which by Central Board of Secondary
the most compelling and inspiring
provides 100% Reasoning (which Education. The book has been
political drama in the world. As
is missing in Most of the Books)
divided into chapters that cover
president of the African National
and are Errorless. • A lot of
the important topics of Biology.
Congress and head of South
solution provide Notes
Students will find separate
Africa's antiapartheid movement,
immediately after the Solutions
chapters on human reproduction,
he was instrumental in moving
which provides Important Tips, reproduction in organisms,
the nation toward multiracial
Shortcuts, Alternative Methods, inheritance, biotechnology,
government and majority rule.
Points to Remember etc.. • This ecosystem, molecularbasis and
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variation in this book. In addition Mathematics Solved
to well-designed content, the book Question Paper 2015
has a separate section on questions (Set-2) • CBSE
and answers. In this section,
Class 12
questions from NECERT books
have been provided with detailed Mathematics Solved
Question Paper 2014
answers. The book can be used
additionally to the books
(Set-1) • CBSE
prescribed in a school or college. Class 12
It can be used by students
Mathematics Solved
studying in class twelve and also
Question Paper 2013
by others who are in college.
(Set-3) • CBSE
Chapter-wise NCERT +
Class 12
Exemplar + Past 11 Years
Solutions for CBSE Class 12
Mathematics Solved
Mathematics 5th Edition
Question Paper 2012
NCERT Solutions Mathematics (Set-3) 2. The
for class 7th
Package strictly
International Review of Cytology
NCERT Solutions Mathematics follows the pattern
of CBSE Class 12th
Class 11th
Chapter-wise NCERT +
Syllabus. 3. It
Exemplar + PAST 13 Years
also contains the
Solutions for CBSE Class 12
detailed
Mathematics 7th Edition

study for the exam
Keeping in mind the
immense importance
and significance of
the NCERT Textbooks
for a student,
Arihant has come up
with a unique book
containing only and
all QuestionAnswers of NCERT
Textbook based
questions. This
book has been
designed for the
students studying
in Class IX
following the NCERT
Textbook of
Mathematics. The
present book has
explanation for
been divided into
This Combo Package,
each question
two parts covering
prepared by CBSE
solved. 4. It will the syllabi of
Exam experts at
help you strengthen Mathematics into
Jagranjosh.com, is
the concepts at
Term I and Term II.
a kind of must have
class 12th level.
Term-I covers
for the students
5. This Package
chapters namely
appearing for
will surely Build
Number Systems,
Class12th
your confidence to Polynomials,
Mathematics Paper
score excellent
Introduction to
in the coming CBSE
marks in following Euclid’s Geometry,
Board 2018 Exam. 1.
Board Exam Paper.
Lines and Angles,
This Combo Package
Key Feature Free
Triangles,
includes: • CBSE
Class 12th
Coordinate
Class 12
Mathematics 2012
Geometry, Heron’s
Mathematics Solved
Solved Paper ebook Formula and Linear
Question Paper 2017
Ideal to understand Equations in Two
• CBSE Class 12
the exam pattern
Variables. Term-II
Mathematics Solved
Will give a clear
Quadrilaterals,
Question Paper 2016
idea of how to
Areas of
(Set-3) • CBSE
study and what to
Parallelograms &
Class 12
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Triangles, Circles,
Constructions,
Surface Areas &
Volumes, Statistics
and Probability.
This book has been
worked out with an
aim of overall
development of the
students in such a
way that it will
help students
define the way how
to write the
answers of the
textbook based
questions. This
book has answer to
each & every
question covered in
the chapters of the
textbook for Class
IX Mathematics.
Also each chapter
in the book begins
with a summary of
the chapter which
will help in
effective
understanding of
the theme of the
chapter and to make
sure that the
students will be
able to answer all
popular questions
concerned to a
particular chapter
whether it is Long
Answer Type or
Short Answer Type
Question. The book

has been designed
systematically in
the simplest manner
for easy
comprehension of
the chapters and
their themes. The
book also covers
selected NCERT
Exemplar Problems
which will help the
students understand
the type of
questions and
answers to be
expected in the
actual Class IX
Mathematics
Examination. As the
book has been
designed strictly
according to the
NCERT Textbook of
Mathematics for
Class IX and
provides a thorough
and complete
coverage of the
textbook based
questions, it for
sure will help the
Class IX students
in an effective way
for Mathematics.
The Wild Swans at
Coole by William
Butler Yeats, first
published in 1919,
is a rare
manuscript, the
original residing
in one of the great
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libraries of the
world. This book is
a reproduction of
that original,
which has been
scanned and cleaned
by state-of-the-art
publishing tools
for better
readability and
enhanced
appreciation.
Restoration
Editors' mission is
to bring long out
of print
manuscripts back to
life. Some smudges,
annotations or
unclear text may
still exist, due to
permanent damage to
the original work.
We believe the
literary
significance of the
text justifies
offering this
reproduction,
allowing a new
generation to
appreciate it.
CBSE MATHEMATICS :
FOR CLASS XII PART I
NCERT Solutions
Chemistry 12th
Oswaal NCERT
Problems Solutions
Textbook-Exemplar
Class 12 (4 Book
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Sets) Physics,
Chemistry,
Mathematics,
Biology (For Exam
2022)
NCERT Solutions
Mathematics 12th
A unique book containing
Questions-Answers of NCERT
Textbook based questions. This
book containing solutions to
NCERT Textbook questions has
been designed for the students
studying in Class XII following the
NCERT Textbook for Physics.
Important definition and Formulas
are given in the beginning of each
chapter .The book gives
comprehensive solutions to the
numerical and theoretical
problems in the textbook. The
book has been divided into 15
Chapters. Keeping in mind this
importance and significance of the
NCERT Textbooks in mind,
Arihant has come up with namely
Electric Charges; Fluids, Current
Electricity, Atoms, electromagnetic
Induction, Alternating Current,
Nuclei, Magnetism; Matter,
Communication System, Wave
Optics, etc. covering the syllabus of
Physics for Class XII. Content: 1.
Electric Charges and Field 2.
Electrostatic Potential and
Capacitance 3. Current Electricity
4. Moving Charges and Magnetism
5. Magnetism and Matter 6.
Electromagnetic Induction 7.
Alternating Current 8.
Electromagnetic Waves 9. Ray
Optics and Optical Instruments 10.
Wave Optics 11. Dual Nature of
Radiation and Matter 12. Atoms
13. Nuclei 14. Semiconductor
Electronics 15. Communication
System
The book provides Step-by-step

Chapter-wise Solutions to the 3
10 + 2 pattern of education).
Most Important requirements of
The subject matter of this book
the students - NCERT Book +
is presented in a very
Exemplar Book + Past 10 Years
systematic and logical manner.
Solutions for CBSE Class 12. The
Every effort has been made to
5th Edition of the book is divided
make the contents as lucid as
into 3 sections. Section 1 possible so that the beginners
NCERT Exercise - consists of
solutions to all Intext and chapter will grasp the fundamental
exercises. Section 2 - Past Year concepts in an unambiguous
manner. KEY FEATURES
Questions of Past 10 years with
Solutions. Section 3 - Exemplar •Large number of solved
Problems - Solutions to select
examples to understand the
NCERT Exemplar problems.
subject. •Categorization of
Chapter-wise&Topicproblems under: •Level of
wisepresentation Chapter
Difficulty A (Cover the needs
Objectives-A sneak peek into the of the students preparing for
chapter Mind Map:A single page
CBSE exams) •Level of
snapshot of the entire chapter
Difficulty B (Guide the
Quick Review: Concept-based
students for engineering
study material Tips &
entrance examinations). •A
Tricks:Useful guidelines for
attempting each question perfectly Smart Table at the beginning of
each chapter to decide the
Some Commonly Made
relative importance of topics in
Errors:Most common and
unidentified errors made by
the CBSE exam. •Problem
students discussed Expert
Solving Trick(s) to enhance the
Advice- Oswaal Expert Advice on problem solving skills. •A list
how to score more! Oswaal QR of Important Formulae at the
Codes- For Quick Revision on
beginning of the book. Besides
your Mobile Phones & Tablets
this, each chapter is followed
THOROUGHLY REVISED AS
by a Chapter Test and an
PER NEW CBSE SYLLABUS
exercise in which the questions
Oswaal NCERT Problems
from the CBSE papers of
Solutions Textbook-Exemplar
previous years are provided.
Class 12 (3 Book Sets) Physics,
Working hints to a large
Chemistry, Mathematics (For
number of problems are given
Exam 2022)
Concepts Of Physics
at the end of each and every
The Wild Swans at Coole
exercise. In a nut shell, this
The Autobiography of Nelson
book will help the students
Mandela
score high marks in CBSE, and

Strictly as per the new CBSE
course structure and NCERT
guidelines, this thoroughly
revised and updated textbook
is meant for class XII of senior
secondary schools (under the
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at the same time build a strong
foundation for success in any
competitive examination.
• Chapter wise & Topic wise
presentation for ease of
learning • Quick Review for in
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depth study • Mind maps for
need them. Chapter 12 in designed to help you fall in
clarity of concepts • All MCQs class 10 Maths (????) is love with Mathematics and
with explanation against the
on Areas Related to
improve your overall
correct option • Some
Circles and introduces
performance by 30 to 40
important questions developed students with Perimeter
percent.
by ‘Oswaal Panel’ of experts •
and Area of a Circle - A
Learning Mathematics Previous Year’s Questions
Review, Areas of Sector Class 8 has been written
Fully Solved • Complete Latest
and Segment of a Circle, by Prof. M.L. Aggarwal in
NCERT Textbook & Intext
accordance with the latest
Questions Fully Solved • Quick and Areas of
Combinations of Plane
syllabus of the NCERT
Response (QR Codes) for
Quick Revision on your Mobile Figures. At Bright Tutee, and Guidelines issued by
we endeavor to enable
the CBSE on
Phones / Tablets • Expert
students to learn better
Comprehensive and
Advice how to score more
suggestion and ideas shared
and score more marks in Continuous Evaluation
NCERT Mathematics Solutions their board exams.
(CCE). The subject matter
of class 12
Chapter-wise NCERT
has been explained in a
Errorless NCERT Solutions
Solutions for Areas
simple language and
with 100% Reasoning for
Related to Circles are one includes many examples
Class 10 Science
of our initiatives to
from real life situations.
Maths Mate – 6 NEW
empower class 10
Questions in the form of
Class 12 Ncert Math Solution
students to get mastery
Fill in the Blanks,
(Part 1)
over concepts and solve True/False statements and
Maths Previous Year Solved
questions like a pro. With Multiple Choice Questions
Papers
the help of our NCERT
have been given under the
Last 5+1 Year's CBSE Class
solutions, any student can heading ‘Mental Maths’.
12th Mathematics Solved
get better in chapter Areas Some Value Based
Question Papers - eBook

NCERT Solutions for
Areas Related to Circles
can be downloaded from
Bright Tutee for free. The
NCERT (?????????)
solutions cover all the
exercises provided in the
CBSE (???????) class
10th Maths textbook. You
can download these
solutions on your mobile
phone or laptop or
whatever device you may
have and take their print
outs so you can refer
them easily whenever you

Related to Circles and
score more marks from
this chapter. Here you will
find all the solutions of
your textbook questions.
The good thing is that you
do not need to pay us
anything to access these
solutions. All you need to
do get these free NCERT
solutions is click on the
given links and you will get
it all on your mobile phone
or laptop. We also urge
our students to try out our
paid courses which are
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Questions have also been
included to impart values
among students. In
addition to normal
questions, some Higher
Order Thinking Skills
(HOTS) questions have
been given to enhance the
analytical thinking of the
students. Each chapter is
followed by a Summary
which recapitulates the
new terms, concepts and
results.
Learning Mathematics Class 7 has been written
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Mathematics provide
by Prof. M.L. Aggarwal in Mathematics - Class 7
solutions to Textbook
accordance with the latest (CBSE) - Avichal
questions 3. It is divided into
syllabus of the NCERT
Publishing Company
and Guidelines issued by APC CBSE Mathematics - 15 chapters, covering the
syllabi of Mathematics for
the CBSE on
Class 12 - Avichal
Class VII. 4. Comprehensive
Comprehensive and
Publishing Company solutions help students to
Continuous Evaluation
Hints and Solutions
learn the concepts &
(CCE). The subject matter CBSE Mathematics, for
enhances thinking abilities 5.
class 12, has been written
has been explained in a
Book covers the text matter
by Mr. M.L. Aggarwal
simple language and
into reading notes format
(Former
Head
of
P.G.
includes many examples
covering all definitions, key
Department of Mathematics,
from real life situations.
words,important points, etc.
D.A.V. College, Jalandhar)
Questions in the form of
6. The book gives detailed
strictly according to the
well explained solutions to
Fill in the Blanks,
latest syllabus prescribed by
all the exercises 7. It
True/False statements and the CBSE, New Delhi and
contains simplified text
Multiple Choice Questions COBSE, New Delhi for
material in the form of quick
have been given under the students taking class 12
reading notes NCERT
heading ‘Mental Maths’.
examination in the year
Textbooks play an immense
Some Value Based
2015 and thereafter. The
role in developing student’s
Questions have also been book has been thoroughly
understanding and
included to impart values revised and a new feature - knowledge about a subject
Typical Illustrative Examples
among students. In
and the concepts or topics
and Typical Problems, has
addition to normal
covered under a particular
been
added
in
some
questions, some Higher
subject. Keeping in mind this
chapters
for
those
students
Order Thinking Skills
immense importance and
who want to attempt some
(HOTS) questions have
significance of the NCERT
more challenging problems.
Textbooks in mind, Arihant
been given to enhance the
The question of NCERT
has come up with a unique
analytical thinking of the Examplar Problems have
book containing Questionsstudents. Each chapter is also been included. Value
Answers of NCERT
followed by a Summary
Based Questions have also
Textbook based questions.
which recapitulates the
been added at the
This book containing
new terms, concepts and appropriate places. The
solutions to NCERT
results.
book provides Hints &
Textbook questions has
Solutions for the exercises
CBSE NCERT Solution
been designed for the
Mathematics Class 12th of each chapter, at the end students studying in Class
of the corresponding
2018-19
VII following the NCERT
chapter.
APC Learning
Textbook for Mathematics.
1.
‘NCERT
Solutions’
a
Mathematics - Class 8
The present book has been
unique book containing
(CBSE) - Avichal
divided into 15 Chapters
Questions-Answers of
namely Integers, Fractions &
Publishing Company
NCERT Textbook based
Decimals, Data Handling,
Long Walk to Freedom
questions. 2. The present
Simple Equations, Lines &
APC Learning
edition of Class 7 th
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Angels, The Triangle & Its
which will help the students with 100% Reasoning for
Properties, Congruence of in learning the concepts and Class 12 Mathematics
Triangles,Comparing
will enhance their thinking
NCERT Mathematics
Quantities, Rational
and learning abilities. As the Solutions Class 12
Free NCERT Solutions For
Numbers, Practical
book has been designed
Class 12 Maths Chapter 1
Geometry, Perimeter &
strictly according to the
Area, Algebraic
NCERT Textbook of
Relations And Functions
The NCERT books are one
Expressions,Exponents
Mathematics for Class VII
Powers, Symmetry and
and contains simplified text of the most important
Visualising Solid Shapes,
material in the form of quick resources for every class 10
covering the syllabi of
reading notes and answers student. The book
Mathematics for Class VII. to all the questions in lucid ‘Errorless NCERT Solutions
This book has been worked language, it for sure will help with 100% Reasoning Class
out with an aim of overall
the Class VII students in an 10 Science’ is exclusively
written to provide best
development of the students effective way for
in such a way that it will help Mathematics.
quality solutions for NCERT
Science class 10. • The
students define the way how Class 12 Maths Chapter 1
Unique Selling Point of this
to write the answers of the NCERT Solutions –
Mathematics textbook based Relations And Functions. In book lies in its quality of
solutions which provides
questions. The book covers this chapter, the students
100% Reasoning (which is
selected NCERT Exemplar can recollect all the
Problems which will help the terminologies that they
missing in Most of the
students understand the
would have studied in their Books) and are Errorless. •
previous classes like –
A lot of solution provide
type of questions and
Notes immediately after the
answers to be expected in relations and functions,
the Class VII Mathematics range, domain and co –
Solutions which provides
domain. This chapter
Important Tips, Shortcuts,
Examination.Through
Alternative Methods, Points
comprehensive solutions,
comprises of various vital
the students can learn the
concepts and they are : An to Remember etc.. • This
book provides Quick
concepts which will enhance introduction to the topic
Revision of the concepts
their thinking & learning
Types of relations Empty
abilities. For the overall
relation Universal relation
involved along with
benefit of the students, along Reflexive relation Symmetric Important formulas and
definitions, in each chapter,
with the solutions the book relation Transitive relation
also covers the text matter of Equivalence relation Types which would act as a
of functions The composition refresher. • This is followed
NCERT textbooks in easy
reading notes format
of Functions and Invertible by the detailed solutions
covering all definitions,formu Function Binary Operations (Question-by-Question) of
all the questions/ exercises
lae,important points, etc. For NCERT Solutions provided in the NCERT
the overall benefit of
Mathematics for Class IX
students the book has been (Free Sample) Errorless
book. • The solutions have
designed in such a way that NCERT Solutions with
been designed in such a
it not only gives solutions to 100% Reasoning for Class manner (Step-by-Step) that
12 Mathematics
it would bring 100%
all the exercises but also
gives detailed explanations Errorless NCERT Solutions Concept Clarity for the
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student. • The solutions are worked out with an aim of
provides a thorough and
Complete (each and every overall development of the complete coverage of the
question is solved), Inflow
students in such a way that it textbook based questions, it
(exactly on the flow of
will help students define the for sure will help the Class
questions in the NCERT
way how to write the
XII students in an effective
book) and Errorless.
answers of the textbook
way for English Core.
NCERT Textbooks play the based questions. The book NEW VERSION: Available
most vital role in developing covers selected NCERT
now based on the 20th
student’s understanding and Exemplar Problems which
September 2019 CBSE
knowledge about a subject will help the students
Sample Paper. This Maths
and the concepts or topics understand the type of
(Standard) book is extra
covered under a particular questions and answers to be special as it was prepared
subject. Keeping in mind this expected in the Class XII
by a CBSE author who
immense importance and
English Core Examination. knows about CBSE
significance of the NCERT Also each chapter in the
markings, official paper
Textbooks in mind, Arihant book begins with a summary setting and CBSE Class
has come up with a unique of the chapter which will help 10th Exam patterns more
book containing Questions- in effective understanding of than any other CBSE expert
Answers of NCERT
the theme of the chapter and in the country. We were
Textbook based questions. to make sure that the
lucky to have him prepare
This book containing
students will be able to
the papers of this Maths
solutions to NCERT
answer all popular questions book. It’s been bought by
Textbook questions has
concerned to a particular
more than 20,000+ students
been designed for the
since it came out in October
chapter whether it is Long
students studying in Class Answer Type or Short
2019 and is our best-seller
XII following the NCERT
Answer Type Question. The already. This Book Covers
Textbook for English Core. book has been designed
the following: - 10 Practice
The present book has been systematically in the
Papers (solved) - 4 Selfdivided into three parts
simplest manner for easy
assessment papers - CBSE
covering the syllabi of
September 2019 Sample
comprehension of the
English Core for Class XII. chapters and their themes. Paper - CBSE March 2019
Prose covers The Last
For the overall benefit of
Board Paper (solved by
Season, Lost Spring, Deep students the book has been topper) - CBSE 2018 Topper
Water, The Rattrap, Indigo, designed in such a way that Answer Sheet Extra value
etc, whereas Poetry section it not only gives solutions to items Added in this Book: covers My Mother at Sixty- all the exercises but also
Utilising 15 minute reading
Six, Keeping Quiet, A Thing gives detailed explanations time just before the exam
of Beauty, A Roadside Stand which will help the students (by CBSE topper) and Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers in learning the concepts and Structuring your Maths
and the Supplementary
will enhance their thinking
Exam 3 hours smartly (by
Reader section covers The and learning abilities. As the CBSE Markers) - 2020
Third Level, The Tiger King, book has been designed
marking scheme points
The Enemy, On the Face of strictly according to the
(value points) underlined in
It, Memories of Childhood, NCERT Textbook of English each sample paper solution
etc. This book has been
Core for Class XII and
(CBSE markers look for
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Questions: Past 10 year
syllabus of the CBSE. 2.
these key points in your
Questions
of
Board
Exams
are
Learning Objectives: Lists well
answers to allot full Marks). also included. 7. HOTS/
what a learner will know and
The geometry section
Exemplar/ Value based
be able to do after studying the
diagrams are accurately
Questions: High Order
chapter. 3. Let’s Recall:
drawn to clear your
Thinking Skill Based, Moral
Refreshes the concepts learnt
understanding of all kinds of
Value Based and Selective
in the form of a revision
geometry questions that can
NCERT Exemplar Questions exercise to brush up the
appear in the upcoming
included. 8. Chapter Test: A 25 concepts taught in previous
February 2020 exam. A
marks test of 30 min. to assess chapters or grades. 4. Let’s
must buy book as vouched your preparation in each
Begin: Introduction to the
by many experts in
chapter. 9 Important Formulae, chapter. 5. My Notes: Tips to
Mathematics!
Terms and Definitions 10.Full help the learner remember the
syllabus Sample Papers - 5
important points/formulae
Strictly based on 20th
papers with detailed solutions taught in the chapter. 6. Let’s
September 2019 CBSE
designed exactly on the latest Try: Simple straight forward
Sample Paper
questions for quick practice
ISC Mathematics book 1 for pattern of CBSE Board.
CBSE
Mathematics,
for
class
while studying any topic based
Class- 11
12, has been written by Mr.
on the first two levels of
Plane Trigonometry
M.L. Aggarwal (Former Head Bloom’s Taxonomy
Oswaal NCERT Exemplar
of P.G. Department of
—Knowledge and
(Problems - solutions) Class Mathematics, D.A.V. College, Understanding. 7. Error Alarm:
12 Mathematics (For 2022 Jalandhar) strictly according to Common mistakes which
Exam)
the latest syllabus prescribed learners commit often along
NCERT Solutions for Class by the CBSE, New Delhi and with the correct way of doing
10 Maths Chapter 12 Areas COBSE, New Delhi for
the same. 8. Know More:
students taking class 12
Additional information for the
Related to Circles
10 in ONE CBSE Study
Package Mathematics class
12 with 5 Sample Papers is
another innovative initiative
from Disha Publication. This
book provides the excellent
approach to Master the
subject. The book has 10 key
ingredients that will help you
achieve success. 1. Chapter
Utility Score 2. All India Board
2017 Solved Paper 3.
Exhaustive theory based on
the syllabus of NCERT books
along with the concept maps
for the bird's eye view of the
chapter. 4. NCERT Solutions:
NCERT Exercise Questions.
5. VSA, SA & LA Questions:
Sufficient Practice Questions
divided into VSA, SA & LA
type. . 6. Past Years

examination in the year 2015
and thereafter. The book has
been thoroughly revised and a
new feature - Typical
Illustrative Examples and
Typical Problems, has been
added in some chapters for
those students who want to
attempt some more
challenging problems. The
question of NCERT Examplar
Problems have also been
included. Value Based
Questions have also been
added at the appropriate
places.
1. It is a series of eight
textbooks for Classes 1 to 8
that conforms to the vision of
National Curriculum
Framework and is written in
accordance with the latest
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learners relating to the
concepts learnt in the chapter
9. Maths in My Life includes
questions relating Maths to
daily life and which can help
relate the topic with the
environment (life) around us.
10. Tricky Maths: Challenge
questions to help the learners
build thinking skills and
reasoning skills by solving
tricky questions. 11. Project
Work: Projects which can help
learners connect Math with our
daily life or that take the
concepts learnt to a new level.
12. Concept Map: Summary
points to list the important
concepts learnt in the chapter
in a crisp form. 13. Test Zone:
Revision exercise of the
concepts learnt in the chapter.
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This includes both objective
by ‘Oswaal Panel’ of experts • and unidentified errors made
and subjective type of
Previous Year’s Questions
by students discussed •
questions. 14. Mental Maths: Fully Solved • Complete Latest Expert Advice- Oswaal
Maths problems for performing NCERT Textbook & Intext
Expert Advice on how to
faster calculations mentally.
Questions Fully Solved • Quick score more! • Oswaal QR
15. Maths Master: Involves
Response (QR Codes) for
Codes- For Quick Revision
deep critical thinking of
Quick Revision on your Mobile
on your Mobile Phones &
learners about any topic,
Phones / Tablets • Expert
Tablets We hope that
concept, relation, fact or
Advice how to score more
anything related to that
suggestion and ideas shared • OSWAAL NCERT Solutions
chapter. May have open ended Some commonly made errors will help you at every step as
questions or extension of the highlight the most common and you move closer to your
topic. 16. Application in Real- unidentified mistakes made by educational goals.
Life: Every chapter in each
students at all levels
S Chand's ISC Mathematics is
book also explains how and
where it is used in daily life. 17. structured according to the
In the Lab: Math lab activities latest syllabus as per the new
CISCE(Council for the Indian
for helping the learners
understand the concepts learnt School Certificate
through hands-on experience. Examinations), New Delhi, for
ISC students taking classes XI
18. Practice Zone: Chapterwise practice sheets includes & XII examinations.
International Review of
subjective questions for
additional practice which are a Cytology
NCERT Questions-Answers part of each book.
English Core for Class XII
Oswaal NCERT Problems Physics : Textbook For Class
Solutions (Textbook +
Xi
Exemplar) Class 10
Mathematics Book (For 2022 10 in One Study Package for
CBSE Mathematics Class 12
Exam)
with 5 Model Papers
Educart CBSE Maths
NCERT Solutions - Biology for
Standard Sample Question
Class 12th
Papers For Class 10 (For
APC CBSE Mathematics March 2020 Exam)
Class 12 - Avichal Publishing
Oswaal NCERT
Textbook+Exemplar Class 12, Company
Mathematics (For 2022 Exam) • Chapter-wise & TopicNCERT Solutions Physics
wise presentation • Chapter
12th
Objectives-A sneak peek
NCERT Examplar
into the chapter • Mind Map:
Mathematics 12th
A single page snapshot of
• Chapter wise & Topic wise
the entire chapter • Quick
presentation for ease of
Review: Concept-based
learning • Quick Review for in
study material • Tips &
depth study • Mind maps for
clarity of concepts • All MCQs Tricks: Useful guidelines for
attempting each question
with explanation against the
perfectly • Some Commonly
correct option • Some
important questions developed Made Errors: Most common
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